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Highlights 
 Higher Order Laue Zone (HOLZ) rings are specific to individual atomic columns  
 The main HOLZ features elastic diffraction features match simulations 
 Spatial variation of an inner HOLZ ring on La atom columns is investigated 
 Atomic resolution HOLZ-STEM is now a viable tool for materials characterisation 
 
Abstract 
It is shown that higher order Laue zone (HOLZ) rings in high energy electron diffraction 
are specific to individual columns of atoms, and show different strengths, structure 
and radii for different atom columns along the same projection in a structure.  An 
atomic resolution 4-dimensional STEM dataset is recorded from a <110> direction in a 
perovskite trilayer, where only the central LaFeO3 layer should show a period doubling 
that gives rise to an extra HOLZ ring.  Careful comparison between experiment and 
multislice simulations is used to understand the origins of all features in the patterns.  
A strong HOLZ ring is seen for the La-O columns, indicating strong La position 
modulation along this direction, whereas a weaker ring is seen along the O columns, 
and a very weak ring is seen along the Fe columns. This demonstrates that atomic 
resolution HOLZ-STEM is a feasible method for investigating the 3D periodicity of 




 Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) has had a substantial impact on 
the characterisation of materials.  Specifically, the development of high angle annular dark 
field imaging facilitated simple interpretation of the image contrast which is mostly 
incoherent and linked to atomic number [1-3].  This, in combination with aberration 
correction in the probe forming system in which sub-Ångström probes are now routinely 
achievable [4, 5], has made atomic-resolution imaging of materials a powerful tool for 
materials characterisation[6].  However, in aberration corrected STEM imaging, details of 
the atomic structure along the direction of the beam is absent.  In specific cases, it has been 
possible to recover this using discrete tomography – taking two or more known views along 
different crystal axes, to reconstruct the three dimensional structure[7-10].  This is 
challenging, however, both in its practical implementation, and in the subsequent data 
reconstruction. Alternatively, for some specific problems high convergence angle ADF STEM 
can be used to limit the depth of field to provide limited depth resolution for isolated 
features or single atoms[11-14].  Advances have also been made towards resolving 
         
extended features along the direction of the electron beam using scanning confocal electron 
microscopy[15, 16], and variable angle detection has been used to determine the vertical 
position of single dopants or vacancies[17, 18].  Nevertheless, these techniques are best 
applied to isolated features rather than the variations in the regular periodicity of a crystal 
along the beam direction, such as positional modulations in a single column.  It can 
sometimes be inferred that an x-y modulation of atom positions is due to changes along the 
z-direction from the non-roundness of individual atomic columns in projection[19-23], 
although the periodicity can only be recovered from other information (for instance XRD 
refinements of the same structure[21], or viewing the same structure from an orthogonal 
zone axis in atomic resolution STEM). 
 However, there is information in the diffraction pattern related to 3-dimensional 
ordering.  Specifically, HOLZ rings appear in electron diffraction patterns of crystals recorded 
at shorter camera lengths where the curvature of the Ewald sphere causes it to intersect 
layers of the reciprocal lattice other than that containing the origin and central part of the 
diffraction pattern (the Zeroeth Order Laue Zone) [24-26].  The high angle diffraction events 
that form these rings arise from diffraction vectors that are a significant angle away from 
being perpendicular to the electron beam direction, and therefore contain information 
about the ordering of the crystal along the beam direction.  It was previously theorised that 
it might be possible to use these to prove a period doubling along the core of a 90° partial 
dislocation in silicon, and simulations showed that this should be observable above the 
thermal diffuse scattering (TDS) background [27-29].  The first clear experimental realisation 
of this approach was used to show differences in ordering between two different Na 
columns in sodium cobaltate using STEM with the optics adjusted to ensure only a narrow 
angular range of scattered electrons incident onto an annular detector to record intensity 
fluctuations in a specific Laue zone ring [30].  Recently, we showed that the intensity in a 
higher order Laue zone ring could be mapped using a scanning transmission electron 
microscope equipped with a fast pixelated detector, revealing three dimensional 
crystallography in a single scan[23].  The specific advantage of using a pixelated detector is 
that the background high-angle scattering from the TDS and other processes can be 
subtracted, allowing a more quantitative link between intensity and the local variations in 
crystallography (such as atomic shifts) leading to the formation of a given Laue zone ring.  
More recently, we have published a fuller description of the processing of the four-
dimensional datacube to analyse the HOLZ intensity [31, 32].   
In our prior work [23] using a thin epitaxial film of LaFeO3 sandwiched between a 
SrTiO3 substrate and a La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 top layer[33, 34] we showed that an extra inner Laue 
zone ring was present due to unit cell doubling, and specifically because of transverse 
modulation of heavy La atom positions along the columns parallel to the beam direction.  
Combined with atomic resolution STEM imaging of the in-plane structure, we were able to 
reconstruct the three-dimensional crystallography of the sample from a single projection.  
Moreover, the strength of the Laue zone ring varied across the film, and by comparisons 
with simulation, it was shown that this could be used to map the magnitude of atomic 
movements.  This demonstrated that the coupled cation modulation and oxygen octahedral 
tilting was suppressed by both heterointerfaces – in the case of the SrTiO3 because it has an 
untilted structure, and in the case of the La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 because it has an incompatible 
tilting pattern.  However, whilst it was clear from simulations that much of the intensity in 
the inner Laue zone was related to A-site cation modulation, it was not experimentally 
determined as to how much of contribution to the different HOLZ rings came from which 
         
type of column.  It was speculated that the behaviour of electrons channelling along distinct 
columns in the structure would lead to an observable difference in the HOLZ rings.  Here we 
extend this previous work by performing 4D-HOLZ-STEM imaging at atomic resolution. In 
addition, all the column-resolved diffraction patterns have been simulated using a multislice 
approach at the same spatial resolution in order to provide an understanding of the origins 
of the features therein.  
 
Experimental 
The sample for this work was a bilayer thin film of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (LSMO) on LaFeO3 
(LFO) grown on a SrTiO3 (STO) substrate, prepared using a standard FIB liftout procedure as 
described previously [33, 34]   
Scanning transmission electron microscopy was performed using the JEOL ARM300F 
(Grand ARM) at the ePSIC facility at Diamond Light Source. The microscope was operated at 
200 kV and data was recorded using a pixelated STEM approach similar to that used in our 
previous work [23]. The detector used was a bottom-mounted Medipix 3 Merlin-EM 
detector. A probe convergence angle of 22.4 mrad was used and camera length chosen to 
ensure that the first order Laue zone of the SrTiO3 was recorded by the detector without 
clipping.  A step size of 0.25 Å per pixel was used over a scan of 512×512 pixels, with an 
acquisition time per pixel of 1.3ms.  File conversion from raw binary to HDF5 was carried out 
using the fpd package [35]. 
In order to remove projector distortions from the data a non-linear mapping was 
made between simulated and experimental patterns using the crossing of Laue zones and 
Kikuchi lines as fixed reference points in emilys (https://github.com/ju-bar/emilys). More 
detailed description of how the distortion is determined and handled is provided in the 
Supplemental Information.  
For mapping the HOLZ ring strength at atomic resolution, the diffraction patterns 
were centred, azimuthally integrated into an intensity-angle plot, background fitted using a 
power law, the Laue zone intensity fitted with a Gaussian, and the integrated intensity 
under the Gaussian plotted [23].  All processing used the pixStem package* [36], which relies 
on the HyperSpy package of tools for hyperspectral data processing [37]. Representative 
diffraction patterns for each column type were calculated by summing 10 equivalent 
patterns each at the same distance from the interface (i.e. periodic averaging) to minimise 
the effect of noise in individual patterns.  Different atomic column positions were located 
using Atomap [22], which is a python library which has tools for locating atom positions in 
atomic resolution images of crystals, refining them by Gaussian fitting in real space, and 
then reporting their positions and average spacings them as required when sorted by 
different crystal planes and directions. 
Multislice simulations [38, 39] of diffraction patterns were calculated using Dr Probe 
[40] and the triclininic model structure determined in our previous work [23] by a 
combination of HOLZ-STEM, atomic-resolution STEM imaging and Density function theory, 
using thermal vibration parameters of B(La) = 0.45 Å2, B(Fe) = 0.33 Å2, and B(O) = 0.6 Å2[41] 
(further details and parameters used in the simulation are provided in Supplemental 
Information). Slices with a thickness of 1.38 Å, consistent with the atomic layer distance 
along the incident beam direction were used. The simulations were performed with an 
                                                     
*
 In 2020, pixStem was merged with pyXem (https://pyxem.github.io/pyxem-website/). pixStem will remain 
available for the foreseeable future, but new developments will happen in pyXem. 
         
electron energy of 200 keV, a convergence angle of 22.4 mrad, an effective source diameter 
of 1 Å (FWHM), a focus spread of 5 nm, and sample thicknesses up to 70nm in steps of 
about 1nm. Thermal diffuse scattering was simulated according to the quantum excitation 
of phonon model [42] by integrating over 400 passes of a Monte-Carlo procedure picking 
phonon configurations and by assuming an Einstein model for thermal vibrations.  
 
Results 
Figure 1a shows representative diffraction patterns from the STO, LFO and LSMO 
layers, with the HOLZ rings indicated, together with the HAADF (figure 1b) and HOLZ-STEM 
(figure 1c) images calculated from the scanned diffraction dataset.  The LFO layer shows a 
strong inner HOLZ ring which is not present in the LSMO or STO layers (indicated by the red 
arrow in figure 1a).  The HAADF image (covering 90-130 mrad) shows an atomic-resolution 
image for a <110>cubic projection of a perovskite film system grown on (111).  The A-site 
columns are bright, B-site columns appear less bright, and the oxygen-only columns are not 
visible.  The two layers containing La are brighter than the Sr-containing substrate.  Using 
synthetic HOLZ ring imaging from the inner ring (arrowed red in Fig 1a), only the LFO layer 
produces contrast, and the HOLZ-STEM image also produces atomic-resolution contrast, 
especially at the A-site positions. 
 
 
Figure 1: Atomic resolution Laue zone imaging of a perovskite bilayer on a SrTiO3 substrate: 
a) Composite diffraction pattern constructed from diffraction patterns taken in the STO, LFO and 
LSMO layers with arrows showing the positions of the two Laue zone rings (inner - red, outer - blue), 
as well as the size of the deliberately overexposed bright field disc as a dotted black disc; b) HAADF 
image (electrons scattered in the 90-130 mrad range were integrated from the scanned diffraction 
dataset, as shown with the pale blue arc segment in a) calculated from the scanned diffraction 
dataset; c) inner Laue zone intensity calculated from the scanned diffraction dataset using fitting of 
the decaying background and the approximately Gaussian peak for the Laue zone in the angular 
range indicate by the reddish segment in a).  The areas averaged to create Figure 2 are indicated by 
the boxes. 
 
To explore this further, 10 equivalent stripes through the HAADF and HOLZ-STEM 
image were identified, each one at a crystallographic period along the boundary in height, 
as indicated in Figure 1a.  These were aligned and summed (periodically averaged), in order 
to improve signal-to-noise in the HOLZ-STEM image.  Figure 2 shows these results together 
with an atomic model.  This shows that there is strong Laue zone contrast around the A-site 
atoms, although it is not as spatially localised as the HAADF scattering from the same atoms.  
This would suggest that probe positions slightly further from the nucleus still result in 
         
channelling that scatters strongly into the Laue zone ring.  It is worth noting, in contrast to 
the strong A-site column contrast, that relatively little contrast is seen in the HOLZ-STEM 
image from B-site or O columns in the LaFeO3. 
 
 
Figure 2: Comparison of the HOLZ-STEM, the HAADF-STEM and an atomic model after 
periodic averaging over 10 repeats of the structure: a) Details of the inner HOLZ ring 
contrast; b) HAADF contrast, and c) an atomic model at the same scale (lanthanum - 
green, iron - brown, and oxygen - red). 
 
Whilst there is a clear variation in the strength of the Laue zone signal with distance 
in the film from the top and bottom interfaces, as explored in our prior work [23], the main 
focus of the work in the present report is to investigate the details of the atomically 
resolved HOLZ signal. The reason for these differences in column intensities in Figure 2 is 
apparent in Figure 3a, c and e, which show average diffraction patterns summed from 10 
equivalent columns in the centre of the LaFeO3 layer (La-O, Fe and O columns, respectively).  
The La-O layer produces a strong inner first order Laue zone and a weak outer second order 
Laue zone indicating that there is strong modulation of the atom positions along this 
column, consistent with previous studies [23].  In contrast, the Fe column produces a 
relatively strong second order Laue zone and a weaker first order Laue one.  The O column 
shows a better defined first order Laue zone than the Fe column (larger difference between 
HOLZ intensity and background intensity) and a weaker second order Laue zone.  This data 
clearly explains why the majority of the atomic resolution contrast in Figure 2a comes from 
the La-O columns, which give rise to by far the strongest of the first order Laue zones for 
any of the three distinct columns in this projection.  This confirms one of the key 
conclusions of our previous work, that the main cause for the extra Laue zone was from the 
lateral modulation of A-site columns with a period of two primitive unit cells along the beam 
direction [23]. 
 
         
 
 
Figure 3: Experimental (top) and simulated (bottom) diffraction patterns from the La-O 
(left), Fe (centre) and O (right) columns in the centre of the LaFeO3 layer along the 
[110]cubic zone axis.  To better see weak features in the outer parts of the diffraction 
pattern, the square root of the intensity is plotted. 
 
Figure 3b, d, and f show simulated diffraction patterns. The best match to the features 
observed in the bright field were found simultaneously for all three probe positions when 
assuming a crystal thickness of 60 nm in simulations. The simulations appear sharper than 
the experimental patterns, especially at higher angles, but all the key features of the 
patterns summarised above are reproduced, indicating that our understanding of the 
structure and formation of the high angle electron scattering is correct. It should be noted 
that the experimental patterns also show significantly more diffuse scattering intensity than 
the simulated ones. All these effects will be considered in the following paragraphs. 
Some blurring of the experimental diffraction patterns is most likely introduced by the 
detector point spread but this effect was included in the simulations, and the degree of 
blurring was matched to the contrast in the bright field disc (as detailed in Supplemental 
Information), and these are the versions shown in Figure 3. 
Nevertheless, the contrast at high angles is still significantly more blurred than in the 
simulations (and this is detailed more in Supplemental Information).  A detailed comparison 
of the simulations and the experiments is shown in Figure 4 in the form of traces of the 
integrated intensity as a function of scattering angle. It should also be noted that although 
the azimuthally integrated La-column signal does not clearly show the splitting seen in the 
simulations, it is still wider than that for the Fe and O columns.  Moreover, some single line 
traces through the experimental data do show that the splitting is there, even if rather 
obscured by the blurring in the experimental patterns in this angular range discussed above.  
         
One possible reason for this is aberrations of the projector lens optics at higher angles 
(especially in the presence of some inelastic scattering) [43, 44].  This could cause direct 
blurring through the strong chromatic aberration at higher angles for those projector lenses 
on electrons that lost small amounts of energy to plasmon interactions as well as being 
scattered to high angles [44].  Also, very high angle scattering sometimes appears at 
positions on a diffraction pattern expected for lower angle scattering due to “aberration 
fold-over” as discussed previously, which would overlay the high angle scattering with 
additional unexpected intensity [43].  This may well be a feature of the design of the STEM 
camera length programme, which may not be optimised for perfect diffraction pattern focus 
at high angles, especially as a function of energy loss.  In fact, getting this would be much 
more challenging than the work already performed by MacLaren and Craven on EELS as the 
angles of diffraction involved are much larger than those typically accepted into EELS 
spectrometers.  Nevertheless, it is clear that this can be sharper using conventional TEM 
diffraction lens series.  Consequently, if resolution of such splittings was required, whilst 
preserving sufficient spatial resolution for atomic resolution images, work would be needed 
on characterisation and design of the lens programmes for STEM to overcome this issue. 
Nevertheless, despite the splitting of different rings in the same Laue zone being less 
clearcut than in simulations, the relative peak positions are in good agreement for all three 
columns between experiment and simulation, even if the signal to background is always 
much higher in theory than in practice.  The reasons for the extra background in the 
experimental diffraction patterns needs further consideration. An attempt was made to 
include inelastic scattering due to plasmon excitations in addition to phonon excitations in 
the simulations by using the method proposed by Mendis [45]. While an accurate fit of the 
angular dependence of scattering between experiment and simulation has been shown with 
this approach for SrTiO3 [46], the increased diffuse background at larger scattering angles 
observed here with LaFeO3 could not be explained by low-loss inelastic scattering. Further 
investigation of the effects of plasmon scattering could be performed using a TEM equipped 
with an energy filter, although getting a low enough camera length to go out to such high 
angles in a diffraction pattern using a post-column filter would not be straightforward, and 
there are rather few in-column filter microscopes in service now (which do make high angles 
easier to access in an energy filtered diffraction pattern). Nevertheless, this is likely to be a 
minor effect and not the major reason for the observed mismatch. 
Chemical disorder is unlikely to be a significant effect as the layer is pure LaFeO3 and 
does not contain any columns with a mixture of different cations. 
 Instead we suggest that the sample has surface damage from FIB preparation which 
would add a layer of amorphous material that is imaged with low contrast but would add 
significantly to diffuse high angle scattering. From experience with ion beam preparation, 
especially with Ga in a Ga FIB, this is likely to be significant and probably the dominant issue. 
It is possible that specimens made with noble gas beams [47] or finished with them may 
produce less surface damage and improve the match between simulation and experiments.  
         
 
 
Figure 4: Comparison of azimuthally averaged profiles for each type of atomic column in 
the centre of the LFO layer for experimental and simulated diffraction patterns in an 
angular range suitable for the first and second order Laue zones.  A simple line profile is 
also provided for the experimental A-site data to remove the effects of blurring in the 
azimuthal averaging due to ellipticity of the diffraction data. 
 
The primary outcome of this work is that it is clearly demonstrated that Laue zone 
rings are strongly associated with individual atom columns and can be significantly different 
from one atom to another in the same structure and along the same crystal projection.  This 
is reasonably modelled by the simulations used in this work.  Notably, the radius of the Laue 
zone is significantly smaller for both of the Laue zone rings from the La-O columns than for 
those from the Fe or O columns.  Splitting of HOLZ rings was previously observed by Peng 
and Gjønnes [26] and this was attributed to differences in the effective potential for two 
Bloch waves, although this was for <111> in GaAs, a direction where only one type of atomic 
column is seen and this conclusion could be questionable. More detailed analysis was 
carried out by Jesson and Steeds [48] on split HOLZ rings in MoS2 (following earlier work by 
Steeds et al. [49]) where most of the details were attributed to the complexities of dynamic 
diffraction for different branches of the dispersion surface [48]. 
Simulations show that the splitting and the difference between the HOLZ rings on the 
different columns in the LaFeO3 is mainly due to dynamical diffraction from the whole unit 
cell at higher probe angles and in thicker material [24]. A complete future model will require 
a more subtle treatment of the effects of dynamical diffraction point of view, using either 
multislice [50] or a Bloch wave approaches [26]. 
 
 
         
Conclusions 
We have shown that it is possible to use the strength and position of Laue zone rings 
in scanning transmission electron microscopy recorded using a fast, pixelated detector, as 
an atomic resolution probe of ordering along the beam direction.  Whilst this was implicit in 
the earlier work of Huang et al. [30], it is much more clearly demonstrated now that atomic 
resolution HOLZ imaging is a viable prospect for the characterisation of materials.  This will 
be especially valuable in cases similar to the present one where the atomic position 
modulations along specific columns give rise to variations in the strength of the HOLZ ring 
with position.  Details are also revealed that could not have been determined using the 
annular detector of Huang et al. [30], such as changes in ring radius or splitting of rings on 
individual columns.  Such details could well turn out to be critical in determining the 3D 
details of a structure.  Additionally, since this is an atomic resolution technique, provided 
the sample is thin enough, this analysis could reveal details of the periodicity along 
individual columns of atoms at the cores of defects as originally proposed by Koch and 
Spence [27, 29, 51] or at interfaces in oxide heterostructures. 
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